PARKER’S
Exacta: 2-3/1-2-3, $4. Tri: 2-3/1-2-3-/1-2-3-4-5, $6. Daily Double: 1-2-3/4, $3.
Super: 2-3/1-2-3/1-2-3-4-5/a;;, $3.60. Pick 3: 1-2-3/4/1-4, $3. Pick 4: 1-2-3/4/1-4/2-3-6, $9.
SPOT ON (#3)
Traded decisions with the second choice in her last two, she’s had five weeks off
while her foe comes back on two weeks rest, gets call for that reason.
Stay in Grace (#2)
Didin’t disappoint when favored in her last, she also beat the top choice on a wet
track one race back, obvious main danger.
Should get a nice stalking trip, hoping the top two cook each other early.
B C Z Middleton (#1)
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2
FRENCH COAST (#4)
Stanley Ryder (#6)
Celturian (#1)

3
PURELY POLITICAL (#4)
Mike Operator (#1)
Salty Minnow (#2)

4
TOGRANPASHOUSEWEGO
(#2)
Majestic Cafe (#3)
R B Eye (#6)

5
SHIFTY DANCER (#6)
Eddie and the King (#2)
Check and Raise (#3)

Exacta: 4/1-2-6-7, cost $4.
Trifecta: 4/1-2-6-7/1-2-6-7, $6.
Super: 4/1-2-6-7/1-2-6-7/1-2-5-6-7, $3.60.
Pick 3: 4.1-4/2-3-6, cost $3.
Chased a very hot pace and held on gamely for second in his first try against
winners last, routing appears his game, expect big try again.
Distant fourth last but the race was very fast for the level, he’s back routing and
appears the biggest threat to the top choice.
Expected better last, no apparent excuse, maybe the move to a route will help.
Exacta: 1-4/1-2-4, cost $4.
Trifecta: 1-4/1-2-4/1-2-4-6-7, $6.
Super: 1-4/1-2-4/1-2-4-6-7/all, $4.80.
Pick 3: 1-4/2-3-6/6, cost $3.
Had things set up nicely when beating slightly easier in his most recent, he
should get a contested early pace to run at again, tab to repeat.
Winner of two straight since going to two-turns obviously is very sharp, he also
can save ground from this post, will be right there late.
Overmatched last, his effort one race back was nice, can get part.
Exacta: 2-3/2-3-6, $4.
Trifecta: 2-3/2-3-6/1-2-3-6-7, $6.
Super: 2-3/2-3-6/1-2-3-6-7/all, $4.80.
Pick 3: 2-3-6/6/6-8, cost $3.
Even effort while appearing to need a race last, he drops, should get a nice
stalking trip, edge in a toss-up.
Ran pretty well in his first try against winner when second last, he did get a nice
trip that day but also shortens up a bit today, definite danger.
Finds a spot where the pace should be hot, will be passing many of these late.
Exacta: 6/2-3-4, $3. Tri: 6/2-3-4/2-3-4-5, $4.50. Pick 3: 6/6-8/5-7, $2.
Super: 6/2-3-4/2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $2.70. Pick 7: 7/8/7/4-7-9/1-3-5/9/3-4-6, $5.40
Drew away to an easy score when dropped down in price last, his connections
come right back for an even cheaper price, will be heavily bet.
Good try last while forcing a fast pace and hanging on for third where the one-two
finishers were closers, he will be in the battle throughout.
Beat the second choice with a perfect set-up and trip last, still he deserves a look.

Exacta: 6-8/5-6-8, $4. Tri: 6-8/5-6-8/1-2-5-6-8, $6. Pick 3: 6-8/5-7/4-9, $4.
Super: 6-8/5-6-8/1-2-5-6-8/1-2-5-6-7-8, $3.60. Pick 4: 6-8/5-7/4-9/1-3-5, $12.
BLAME IT ON ROYCE (#8) Eight-year-old drops to the lowest level of his career, he draws a nice post for his
style an appears to have found a soft spot.
Daytona Beach (#6)
Former stakes winner clearly isn’t at the best of his form but he is the quickest
early in this field and the short distance is in his favor.
Sprinting may not be his game but he ran a better than looks race last, maybe,
Christine’s Jack (#5)
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7
JUDICIAL (#7)
Emma’s a Beast (#5)
Pin Up Lady (#2)

8
ROUGH RIDE (#9)
Freestone #(4)
Brett (#7)

9
IRON ROB (#3)
Assets Included (#1)
Mr. Bingley (#5)

10
PURE PURSUIT (#9)
Gentle Prince (#7)
No Harbor in Sight (#5)

11
GOBOLDLY (#6)
Full Regalia (#4)
Alesund (#3)

Exacta: 5-7/2-5-7, $4. Tri: 5-7/2-5-7/2-3-5-6-7, $6. Pick 3: 5-7/4-9/1-3-5, $6.
Super: 5-7/2-5-7/2-3-5-6-7/all, $4.80. Pick 5: 5-7/4-9/1-3-5/9/4-6, cost $12.
Tiring fourth against much tougher in a route try last, she drops back down to
the level of her last win and returns to a sprint, choice.
Crushed cheaper when dropped to the bottom claiming price last, she was
claimed that day, new barn does very well with claims, can repeat.
Couldn’t ask for better set-ups last two, she will have to improve a bit today.
Exacta: 4-9/4-7-9, $4. Tri: 4-9/4-7-9/1-4-7-8-9, $6. Pick 3: 4-7-9/1-3-5/9, $4.50.
Super: 4-9/4-7-9/1-4-7-8-9/1-4-5-7-8-9, $3.60. Pick 4: 4-7-9/1-3-5/9/4-6, $9.
Chased a fast pace and tired when third in his last, he moves outside, should be
on or near the lead right from the start, can spring a mild upset.
Disappointed when favored last and he was bought privately after that effort, still
his race one back would win easily in this spot.
Second while beating the top two last, he would be no surprise.
Exacta: 1-3/1-3-5, cost $4.
Trifecta: 1-3/1-3-5/1-3-5-6-7, $6.
Super: 1-3/1-3-5/1-3-5-6-7/all, $6.
Pick 3: 1-3-5/9/3-4-6, $4.50.
Expected better last two races and while he ran well, he couldn’t get the job
done, he drops again in price, gets another chance.
Won impressively back in July but hasn’t shown much in his last two starts,
but like the top choice, he drops down in price, trainer/jockey combo potent.
Exits the same heat as the top choice last, he finished in front of Iron Rob that day.
Exacta: 9/3-5-6-7, $4.
Daily Double: 9/3-4-6, cost $3/
Trifecta: 9/3-5-6-7/3-4-5-6-7, cost $8. Super: 9/3-5-6-7/3-4-5-6-7/3-4-5-6-7, $4.80.
Veteran forced a rocket pace and held on very well for second last, he draws
outside and clearly is about as sharp as a horse can be, edge.
Was full of run on the turn and he cruised to an upset win over some of these
late, he clearly is very sharp, might make it three straight.
Good try last when second, won while sprinting one back obvious threat.
Exacta: 4-6/3-4-6, cost $4.
Tri: 4-6/3-4-6/2-3-4-6-8, $6.
Super: 4-6/3-4-6/2-3-4-6-8/all, $6.
Tough loss six days ago when running a clear second, while the quick
turnaround leaves some questions anything close to his last will win.
Invader from northern California may prefer longer but this barn has done very
well with these shippers, he must be considered.
Second in his last, he figures to be close by throughout.

Today’s Best Bet (s):

Today’s Longshot:

FRENCH COAST in the second.
SHIFTY DANCER in the fifth.
PURE PURSUIT in the tenth.

ROUGH RIDE in the eighth.

